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1. Introduction. Let / be a function which is defined and continuous in the

interior U of the unit-sphere in the m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm and has

partial derivatives of the first order a.e. in U so that

(LI) f |grad/YP)|2(l - |p|)"dP< oo,       0 = a<l,

where |p| is the distance from the origin to a point P in Rm. Beurling [1, p. 5]

has proved that if / is harmonic in U and m = 2 and a = 0 then / has finite

radial limits except when approaching a certain exceptional set on the boundary

of U having logarithmic capacity zero. After that Deny [5, p. 175] proved, for a

general m and oe = 0, that iff is a continuous Beppo Levi function then/has

finite radial limits except on an exceptional set having capacity zero with respect

to the kernel r~(m_2). For m = 2, Carleson [4, p. 48] proved a corresponding

theorem for a general a and an exceptional set having capacity zero with respect

to the kernel r~x. Using techniques from [6] and [10] and a method different

from that of Carleson we shall generalize to higher dimensions his theorem with

a general a and with / absolutely continuous in the same way as a Beppo Levi

function but for a half-space R'" bounded by a hyperplane instead of for the

sphere (Theorem 1). Let P = iX,y) = (x1;x2, ■•■,xB.., y) be a point in R™ and

y > 0 the distance from P to the boundary of R+ which we identify with the

(w — l)-dimensional Euclidean space R'"'1 with points X = (x1,x2,---,xm_1).

Then the analogue of (1.1) is the condition

(1.2) f f | grad/(X, y) \2y'dXdy < oo,      0 z% a < 1,
n

for every bounded domain Q in R+ .

Using a familiar method we prove in Theorem 2 a converse of Theorem 1

showing that Theorem 1 is best possible as to the size of the exceptional set. If

/is harmonic, we can strengthen the result of Theorem 1 by proving the existence

of nontangential limits (Theorem 3).
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Let for X0eRm~\ V(X0,ß,h), where ß,h > 0, be the truncated cone

{(X,y)\\X-Xo\<ßy,0 < y < h}

and consider the "generalized area integral"

kad/C*,^
ym-l-x J ' —      —

Y(Xo,ß,h)

Stein [9, Theorem 1] has proved that if/ is harmonic in R + and (1.3) is finite

for a = 1 for every X0 belonging to a given measurable set £, EcR""1 —

where ß and h may depend on X0—then/has nontangential limits a.e. on £.

There is a close connection between the integrals (1.2) and (1.3) (compare Spen-

cer [8], Calderón [3] and Stein [9] for the case a = 1). This connection and the

Theorems 1, 2 and 3 immediately give the following partial analogue of Stein's

theorem when a < 1 (see Theorem 4): Let 0 ^ a < 1. If/is defined and continuous

in R+ and absolutely continuous in the usual way and if, for some fixed ß and

h, the integral (1.3) is a function of X0 which is locally summable in Rm~1, then /

has finite normal limits except on a set having capacity zero with respect to the

kernel r-<m-2+a>_ jjke Theorem 1 this is best possible as to the size of the ex-

ceptional set and if / is harmonic we can assert the existence of nontangential

limits.

In §7 we briefly discuss generalizations of the above to the case when we in

(1.2) replace y" by a more general weight function {p(y)}~1.

2. Preliminaries. Let R", m ^2, denote the upper half-space of Rm. We

identify Rm_ y with the (m — l)-dimensional hyperplane which is the boundary of R +

in the Euclidean space Rm. We denote by a capital letter X, X = (xy,•••,xm_x),

a point in Rm_1 and by

P = (X,y) = (xy,x2,---,xm_y,y),   XeRm'\ - co < y < oo

a point in Rm. Thus R+  is the  set of points   P = (X,y),  XeRm~\  with

y>0. \p\ and \x\ denote distances in Rm and Rm_1, respectively.

We write integrals over sets £! <= Rm and £2 c Rm_1as

f   ( • )dP or   if ( • )dXdy and Í  ( • )d X.
Je, J J Je2

E,

If no sets Ey and £2 are indicated, the integrals are taken over the whole spaces

Rm and Rm_1 respectively.

By an m-dimensional sphere we mean the set of points Pe Rm satisfying

|P-P0| úr for some P0eRm and some r>0. V(X0,ß,h) is the truncated

cone defined in the introduction.

K, the kernel, will be a function defined in the interval r > 0 which is finite,
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continuous, nonincreasing and non-negative. If p is a positive measure in Rm,

i.e. a completely additive, positive set function, we define the K-potential of

/»»"£, by

<«2) =   JKi\Q-P\)dpiP),     QeRm,

and the energy integral IK(p) by

I ¡riß)   =    Jj K(\P-Q¡)dp(P)dp(Q).

If p is absolutely continuous with density g, dp(x) = g(x)d(x), we also write

ugK instead of u£. The support of a measure p is denoted by Sß. The K-capacity

of a Borel set £, CK(E), is defined as

CK(£) = {inf/K(v)}-1,

where the infimum is taken over the class of all positive  measures v with

Sv ezz E and total mass v(£) = l. For Kir) = r~y, 0<y<m,  we also speak

about the y-capacity and use the notations u^,Iy(p) and Cy(E), respectively.

The y-dimensional measure, 0<y<m, of a set £, Ly(E), is defined as

inf I rl
V

where the infimum is taken over all denumerable coverings of £ by families of

m-dimensional spheres with radii {rv}.

C0(£) is, as usual, to be interpreted as the logarithmic capacity, i.e. the ca-

pacity with respect to the kernel — log r, and analogously for L0(£). This case,

which corresponds to m = 2, a. = 0 in the Theorems 1-4 below, sometimes re-

quires simple modifications of the proofs, modifications which we omit.

In the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let K be a kernel and O an open set in Rm. Suppose that g¡,

i = 1,2, are functions having the property that, for every e>0, rnere exists

a Borel set E, EezzO, with CK(E) < e so that the restrictions of gy and g2 to

O — E both are defined at every point of O — E and continuous. Suppose also

that gyiP) = g2iP)for a.e. P in O and that the subset of O where gyiP) = g2(P)

is a Borel set. Then gy(P) = g2iP) on O except on a subset of K-capacity zero.

When writing gi(P) = g2(P) we of course assume that g» and g2 are defined

at P. This lemma was proved in [10, p. 72] for the case when O = Rm. The case

with a general O is proved analogously. Notice that there may exist a set of

K-capacity zero where g¡ is not defined, i = 1,2.

3.   A general boundary value theorem.   A function is said to be absolutely
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continuous on a line or a half-line if the restriction of the function to an arbitrary

compact interval of the line or the half-line is absolutely continuous.

Theorem 1. Let the real function f be defined and continuous in R+ and

assume that fis an absolutely continuous function of x; on almost every line in

R+ parallel to the xraxis for i = 1,2, •••,m — 1, and that f is an absolutely

continuous function of y in R+ for almost every X in Rm~l. Let 0^a< 1

and assume thati1)

(3.1) if | grad/( X, y) \ 2yxdXdy < oo

a

for every bounded domain Q. in R™ . Thenlimy_0f(X,y) exists and is finite for

all X in Rm~x except when X belongs to a certain Borel set E with Cm_2+x(E) = 0.

Remarks. It will appear from the proof that the condition that / be continuous

in R+ may be changed to the condition that / be continuous in R+ except

on a Borel set having (m — 2 + a)-capacity zero. Furthermore, it is enough

to make assumptions on / in a set {(X,.y)|0 < y < h} where h > 0 is a fixed

constant.

Proof of Theorem 1. First we observe that it is enough to consider the case

when/has a compact support. This is a consequence of the fact that it suffices

to prove that/has boundary values in the way asserted inside every m-dimensional

sphere S with center in Rm_1 and that we may therefore replace/by/0 =f-cb

where cb has a compact support, is infinitely differentiable and identically equal

to 1 inside S. Then/0 has a compact support and is absolutely continuous on

every line where / is absolutely continuous and, finally, (3.1) is satisfied with /

replaced by /0 which is a consequence of the estimate

|grad/0|2 ^ const. (/2 + |grad/|2)

and the fact that/2 is locally summable in R +. That/2 is locally summable in

R + is realized by representing f(X, y) as the integral of its partial derivative

with respect to y almost everywhere in R + and using Schwarz's inequality on

the integral to introduce the integral (3.1).

Hence we assume that/has a compact support. We extend/to all the points

(X,y) with y < 0 by the definition

f(X,y) =f(X,-y),     y<0.

Then we get the condition

(3.2) jj |grad/(X,y)\2\y\"dXdy < co.

(!) Note that the conditions on / imply that the partial derivatives of the first order of /

exist a.e. in R™ and are measurable.
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This and Schwarz's inequality give, as a < 1,

(3.3) jj \gradf(X,y)\dXdy < oo.

According to the assumptions / is a.c. (absolutely continuous) on almost every

line parallel to the x¡-axis, ¿ = 1,2, ■■■,m — 1. But/is also a.c. on a.e. line parallel

to the y-axis which is realized in this way : / is clearly a.c. on a line / parallel to

the y-axis iff is a.c. on every compact subinterval of Z n R™ and Z is determined

by points with a value of X such that

r"  \df(X,y)     ,
Jo   I     dy

for a given b > 0, which, according to (3.3), is true for a.e. X.

From (3.3) and the facts about the absolute continuity, we conclude [cf. 7,

p. 315] that/, considered as a distribution, belongs to the class BLyiL\0f) of distri-

butions having partial derivatives of the first order which are locally integrable

functions.

As / has a compact support and belongs to BLyiL1^.) we get the following

representation formulas off [cf. for instance 10, p. 71], if we, to get more con-

cise formulas, for a moment introduce a symmetrical notation by putting the

mth coordinate y = xm, i.e. P = (X,y) = (x1,---,xm_1,xm) and

P' = iX',y') = ix'y,-,x'm-y,x'J,

(3.4) fiP') = My I   J  £-\P' - P\2~m WRP)dP,

a.e.,  if m— 3, My constant, and

(3.5) fiP') = M2 I  J -¿-log| P' - P\ -¿¿-fiñdP,

a.e., if m = 2, M2 constant.

Let i; be the function which is defined and coincides with the right member

of (3.4) [(3.5) if m = 2] at all the points where this right member is well-defined.

We need the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Let v be the function defined above. For every e>0 there exists

an open set QE with Cm_2+a(nc) < e such that the restriction of v to the comple-

ment ofiit is defined, finite and continuous everywhere in the complement ofile.

By means of Lemma 2, which is proved below, it is now easy to complete the

proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 used with O = R™ and

Kir) = r-(m-2+ot) we obtain that the equality (3.4) [(3.5) if m = 2] is true, not
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only a.e., but everywhere in R+ except on a subset N having (m — 2 + in-

capacity zero. Now we use the fact that the (m — 2 + a)-capacity of a Borel set

in R™ is larger than or equal to the (m — 2 + a)-capacity of its orthogonal pro-

jection on Rm_1. As pointed out by Brelot [2, p. 330] this follows easily when

a = 0 from the fact that, for compact sets F, {Cm_2(F)}-1 equals the transfinite

diameter of F. However, even for a general kernel K, {CK(F)}_1 equals the

transfinite diameter of £ which corresponds to the kernel K and so Brelot's

result follows also for more general kernels K, in particular fox K(r) = r-<m~2+(*\

This gives, if Q£, e > 0, is the set in Lemma 2 and (iicu N)y is the orthogonal

projection of fi,uJV on Rm_1,

(3.6) Cm_2+«((0.£UA/)i) £ Cm.2+Œ(fi,uN) = Cm_2+x(Q£)<e.

If Xo e Rm~1 - (fi„ U N)y and /0 is the line through (X0,0) parallel to the y-axis,

then the equality (3.4) [(3.5) if m = 2] is consequently valid everywhere on

l0 n R + and the restriction of v to l0 is finite and continuous. Thus limJ,_0/(A'0,_v)

exists and is finite. As e can be chosen arbitrarily small this and (3.6) show that

/has finite normal limits except on a set having (m — 2 + a)-capacity zero.

It remains to prove Lemma 2. To do this we need another lemma:

Lemma 3. Let g be a measurable, non-negative function defined in Rm

such that

(3.7) jj \g(X,y)\2\y\"dXdy<co,     0£a<l.

Let Ga,a >0, be the set of points P' where the potential

is larger than a. Then

(3.8) Cm_2+a(Ga)^const.-a-2JJ |*i*,j>)|2M" dXdy,

where the constant only depends on a and m.

Proof of Lemma 3. We shall prove that (3.8) is satisfied with Ga replaced

by a set G'a where G'a = Gan(R+ U Rm_1). The fact that (3.8) is satisfied with

Ga replaced by Ga — G'a also, is proved completely analogously by means of

which the lemma then follows.

Let p be a positive measure of total mass 1 supported by G'a. If P = (X, y)

and Aa(g) = JJ" |g(X,j;)|2|>'|',dXiiiy, this gives by means of Schwarz's in-

equality,
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a2 < ( J"«J_ i(P')W))2 = ̂ (s) • JJ* | y I "'{«:-i(-P)} toj'

= -4.(g)- j j dpiP')dpiP") jj
|p|«|P'-P|"-i.|P"-P|"-i

tLYoy.

Since P' and P" in the last integral can be considered as points in R+ uRm 1,

we realize by means of Lemma 4 which is stated below, that

a2 < const. AJg) ■ /m_2+a(p),

where the constant depends only on a and m. By taking the infimum over all p

we obtain that (3.8) is true with Ga replaced by G'a which gives the lemma.

Lemma 4.   Let P = iX,y),P',P" eR? UJRm_1 and let m + <x > 2, 0 = a < 1.

Then

ss dXdy

yNP'-P h-i • \P" -P m-i
< const.

1
p' _ p"|m-2+a  '

where the constant only depends on a and m.

Lemma 4 was proved in a little different form by Carleson [4, p. 50] for the

case m = 2. The general case can be proved analogously. See also the proof

of Lemma 4' in §7.

Proof of Lemma 2. We shall prove Lemma 2 by a method which has been

used by Deny [6, p. 369] to show a lemma of the same kind.

We first observe that Lemma 3 shows that the integrals in the formula (3.4)

[(3.5) if m = 2] are absolutely convergent and consequently v well-defined except

on a set of (m — 2 + a)-capacity zero. In fact, if we use Lemma 3 with g defined

by

(3.9) g (P) = s
1 dxy

fiP)

in the symmetric notation where P = (X,y) = (x1,--,xm_1,xm), then (3.7) is

satisfied due to (3.2) and so «*_! is finite except on a set of (m — 2 + a)-capacity

zero. But as a consequence of (3.9) a straightforward estimate shows that the

integrals in (3.4) [(3.5) if m = 2] are absolutely convergent at those points where

u*m-y is finite.

Now let/„, ¿ = 1,2, •••,m; n = l,2,•••, be continuous functions in Rm with

compact supports and put, in the symmetric notation where y = xm,

(3.10) g„iP) =  2
i = i ¿«(p) - ôx7«p)

11-1.2,.
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We choose the functions /•„ such that

(3.11)        jj\gn(P)\2\y\'dXdy<4-n,       P = (X,y),   n = l,2,-.

It is easy to see that such a choice is possible as / satisfies (3.2). We define the

continuous functions v„ in Rm, n = 1,2,••■, by

V„(P') = My   £    J    £-\ P' - P\2~%n(P)dP

for m > 2 and analogously for m = 2 [cf. the formulas (3.4) and (3.5)]. Dis-

regarding the set of (m — 2 + a)-capacity zero where v is not well-defined we get

\v(P')-vn(P')\úconst.ugnr_y(P'),

where gn is defined by the formula (3.10) and where the constant only depends

on m and on the constants My and M2 in (3.4) and (3.5). Let

en = {P'K_i(P')>2-"/2}.

Due to (3.11) we then obtain from Lemma 3 used with g = g„,

Cm-2+a(0^const.-2-\

If we put Ek = \J„x'=ken, Ek is open and

GO

Cm_2+a(Ek) è   I Cm_2+„(e„)^ const.-2-\
n=k

i.e. Cm_2+a(£t)-*0 when k-* co.  But v„ tends to v uniformly on the comple-

ment of Ek for every k = 1,2, ■•■, and so the restriction of v to the complement

of Ek is continuous for every k, which proves Lemma 2.

The proof of Theorem 1 is thus complete.

4. A converse of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 is best possible in the following sense:

Theorem 2.   Let F be a compact set in Rm_1 with

C„-2+«(F) - 0,     where 0¿a<l.

Then there exists a function f defined and infinitely differentiable in R+ satis-

fying

(4.1) IT    | grad/(X, y) \ 2fdXdy < oo,

and

(4.2) f(X,y)^ + co when (X,y)^(Xo,0),     y>0, X0eF.
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Proof.   The method which we shall use is well known (cf. Carleson [4, p. 47]).

Let ß = m — 2 + a. For every e > 0 there exists a finite union £ of closed

(m — l)-dimensional spheres in Rm_1 so that EzoF and Cß(E) = e. Let v be

the equilibrium distribution of total mass e belonging to £ and the kernel

r~ß, i.e. the positive measure with total mass e, Sv c £ and

Lj(v) = inflß(x),

where the infimum is taken over all positive measures x with Sr c £ and t(£) = e.

We have Iß(v) = e and, due to the regularity of £,

u}(P) = 1 if PeE.

As Uß(P) is identically equal to 1 on Sv, uß is continuous everywhere. In particular

we have

lim    uvß(P) = 1 if X0eE.
P->(Xo,0)

Now we consider a sequence of compact sets {£„} where each FneRm~1

is a finite union of (m — l)-dimensional spheres so that

FnzoFn+l=>F and Cß(Fn) < 2?', all n.

Let p„ be the equilibrium distribution of total mass Cß(Fn) belonging to £„ and r~ß

and put p = Z Tpí (weak convergence). We define / by

f{P) = u$iP),       PeR?.

Then / is infinitely differentiable in R+ and

¿v

liminf/(P)^liminf £ «g"(P) = JV, all AT, when P^(Xo,0)eF,
i

which shows that (4.2) is satisfied. Furthermore, we have, if P = (X,y)eR1,

l/^ =  COnSt-   J    In        ̂ nl.
\p _ p'|m-l+«'

and analogously for \(d¡dy)f(P)\. Hence the integral (4.1) is majorized by a

constant times

Ü   dp(P')dp(P")    W        {p_p,¡m_yjip_Ft_y-JXdy

and as for instance P'eR"1-1 we have y"^ ¡P — P'\" which clearly gives that

the integral (4.1) is majorized by a constant times Iß(p). But Iß(ji) is finite because
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CO j /• °° J

Ißip) < 21    I u"ß'iP)dpjiP) ̂ const.   I    I pjiFj)
j=l   i=l   J j=li=l

which is finite as

pJiFJ) = CßiFj)<2~J.

Hence also (4.1) is satisfied which proves Theorem 2.

5. The case when / is harmonic. Theorem 1 asserts the existence of boundary

values off, except on a certain set, when approaching a point in iRm_1 along the

normal. Clearly the conclusion of limits remains valid also if we approach Rm_1

along half-lines in R + forming an arbitrarily chosen, fixed angle with the

hyperplane R!"'1. We may also approach a given point in R"'1 along lines with

different directions and obtain an exceptional set of directions for which there

exist no finite limits. However, for general functions, we cannot assert the exis-

tence of nontangential limits (cf. Carleson [4, p. 54]). On the other hand we shall

prove that/has nontangential limits if /is harmonic in R+.

The function / defined in R™ is said to have a nontangential limit A at a

point XoeR!"'1 if for every ß>0,

fiX,y)-*A when y-»0 and iX,y)eViX0,ß,h).

Theorem 3. Let 0 :£ a < 1. Suppose that the function u is harmonic in R™

and that

(5.1) í )   | grad u'X, y) \ 2y"dXdy < oo

o

for all bounded domains Q in R+. Then u has finite nontangential limits for

X0eRm_1  except  when  X0   belongs  to  a   certain   Borel  set  E  satisfying

Cm-2+ÁE) = 0.

For the proof we need two lemmas.

Lemma 5. Let g be a non-negative measurable function defined in R™ such

that

(5.2) giX,y)dXdy < ooSi
for every bounded domain Q in jR+. Let 0<y^m—1   and let ß and h be

two fixed positive numbers. Then

(5.3) jj       8-^dXdy< oo

V(X0,ß,h)

except when X0 belongs to a certain Borel set E in R"1'1 with LTE) = 0
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Proof.    Suppose that the set £ where the integral (5.3) is infinite satisfies

Ly(E) > 0.

According to a well-known result (cf. [4, p. 9]) there exists a compact subset £

of £ such that Ly(F) > 0. Furthermore, there exists, according to a result by

Frostman (cf. [4, p. 6]) a non-negative measure p with total mass 1, S^cz F and

(5.4) p(S) ^ const, r1

for every m-dimensional sphere S with radius r. We put V(X0) = V(X0,ß,h)

and let ib(X0;X,y) denote the indicator of V(X0), i.e. ib(X0;X,y) = 1 if

(X,y)eV(X0) and ib(X0;X,y) = 0 elsewhere. Then we get, if Q = [JXoeFV(X0),

°° = Í [ S 5   s(X,y)-y-ydXdy^dp(Xo)
F       V(Xo)

=  jj  [j   <l>(Xo;X,y)dp(Xo)}g(X,y)- y^dXdy

a F

=  jf{      J     dp(X0)}g(X,y)-y-?dXdy.
n      |x-Xo|<^

But using (5.4) we see that the last integral is majorized by a constant times the

convergent integral (5.2) which gives a contradiction and therefore we have

£,(£) = 0.

Lemma 6.     Let ß'>ß>0,h'>h>0 and let q be a function defined in the

interval r > 0 which is non-negative, nonincreasing and satisfies

q(r) ^ Aq(2r), r>0,

for some constant A. Suppose that u is a harmonic function in V(X0,ß',h')

such that

(5.5) [[      |gradM(X,y)|2-(?0AíLYí¿.y < oo.

V(Xo,fl',h')

Then

yml2{q(y)Yl2\gradu(X,y)\ ^ M < œ for (X,y)eV(X0,ß,h),

where M is a constant only depending on m, ß', ß, h', h, A and the value of

the integral (5.5).

This lemma is proved in [9, p. 146] for a special choice of q. The proof is

completely analogous in the general case.
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Proof of Theorem 3. In order to avoid some technical complications we shall

prove the existence of nontangential limits inside an arbitrarily chosen m-di-

mensional sphere S having center at the origin and we consider, instead of u,

the function u0 = eb-u where eb is infinitely differentiable, has a compact support

and is identically equal to 1 inside S. Then (5.1) is satisfied with u replaced by w0

and fi by 1?+. Hence there exists a non-negative, nonincreasing function qt

defined in the interval r > 0 such that

qy(r)z%Aqyi2r), r > 0, for some constant A, qy(r)->oo when r-*0,

and, finally,

(5.6) jj \gradUoiX,y)\2qyiy)yadXdy < oo.

R™

Let ß and h be two arbitrarily chosen positive numbers. It is enough to prove

the existence of limits of u0 inside cones F(X0 ,ß,h). We choose ß' > ß and

h' > h. Lemma 5 used with

giX,y) = q.(y)|gradMoLY,y)|V

gives, due to (5.6)

q.(y)|grad»oCy,y)|2
(5.7) f l-dXdy < °o

Jv'Xa.ß'.h')

except on a X0-set having (m — 2 + a)-dimensional measure zero and thus, in

particular, except on a set of (m — 2 + a)-capacity zero. From this fact and

Theorem 1 we conclude that it is enough to prove that u0 has a finite limit when

we approach a point X0, inside V(X0,ß,h), where X0 is a point in the interior

of S such that, firstly, the integral (5.7) is finite and, secondly, u0 has a finite limit

when approaching X0 along the normal at X0 of the hyperplane R"1-1. Let X0

be such a point. According to the triangle inequality it suffices to show that

uo(X,y)-uo(Xo,y)->0 when y^O and LY,y)e F(X0,p\n).

But if I is the line segment between (X,y) and iX0,y) we have

(5.8) |u0(X,y)-H0(X0,y)|^|X-X0|sup|gradMo(X',y)|,

and if we use (5.7) and Lemma 6 with

«(r) = «2i(r)-r-<*-2)

we get

y{qyiy)}1/2-\gradu0iX,y)\ =M<oo, iX,y)eViX0,ß,h),

which proves that (5.8) is majorized by
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M.l*-*o|.{gi0,)}-l/2

which tends to zero when y tends to zero and (X,y)e V(Xo,ß,h).This proves

Theorem 3.

6. Connection with the generalized area integral. The connection between the

integral (3.1) and the "generalized area integral"

ÁÁXo) . a löggae«*
V(X0,ß,h)

leads to the following equivalent formulation of the Theorems 1, 2 and 3:

Theorem 4.   Let 0^a<l, ß > 0 and h > 0 be fixed numbers.

(a) Suppose that fis defined and continuous in R™ and absolutely continuous

in the same way as in Theorem 1 and that

(6.1) f Ax(X0)dX0 < oo
Jd

for every bounded domain D in Rm~l. Then limj,_0/(X,.y) exists and is finite

except when X belongs to a Borel set E with Cm_2+a(E) = 0.

(b) IfFczR™-1 is compact and Cm_2+tt(F) = 0, then there exists an

infinitely differentiable function f in R+ satisfying (6.1) and

/(P)-> + co,      P-»LY,0), PeR™,     XeF.

(c) If u is harmonic in R+ and satisfies (6.1), then u has nontangential

limits except on a Borel set having (m — 2 + a)-capacity zero.

Theorem 4 is an immediate consequence of the Theorems 1,2 and 3 (compare

the remarks following after Theorem 1) and the following lemma:

Lemma 7. Suppose we are given a real number a, ß > 0, h > 0 and a func-

tion f defined and measurable in R™ . Then

f Ax(X0)dX0 < oo
Jd

for all bounded domains D in Rm_1 if and only if

gxadf(X,y)\2y*dXdy<a>

n

for all bounded domains Q with Q c {(X,y)\ 0 < y < h}.

This lemma was essentially proved by Stein [9, p. 148 and p. 151] for the case

a = 1 without being stated explicitly. The same method of proof is applicable

for a general a.
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7. A general weight function. The above theorems can be generalized by

introducing a more general weight function than y" in (3.1). We shall be con-

tent to state generalizations of the Theorems 1 and 2.

Let p be a strictly positive, finite, nonincreasing function defined for r > 0

such that, for some constant a < 2

(7.1) p(r)^ap(2r),      r>0.

We define the kernel K by

K(r) =

■Q     </- = 3,

S^-dt     if m = 2,

where, for m = 2, the integral is supposed to be finite if r > 0. Then we have

the following generalization of Theorem 1 :

Theorem 1'. Suppose that f is defined and continuous in R+ and absolutely

continuous in the same way as in Theorem 1 and that

(7.2) jj | grad/TX, y) |2{p(y)} "1 dXdy < co

n

for all bounded domains Q. in R+. Then limy^0f(X,y) exists and is finite

except when X belongs to a certain Borel set E with CK(E) = 0.

If, furthermore, we assume that p is infinitely differentiable in the interval

r > 0 and that the derivative p' is nondecreasing if m _ 3 we get the following

generalization of Theorem 2:

Theorem 2'. Let F be a compact set in Rm-1 with CK(F) = 0. Then there

exists a function f, defined and infinitely differentiable in R™, such that the

integral (7.2) is finite for Q = R™ and

/(P)- + oo,     P^(X,0),     PeRI,     XeF.

The condition (7.1) with a <2 guarantees that

p(r)dr < oo
Jo

and, due to this fact, the Theorems 1' and 2' may be proved analogously to the

Theorems 1 and 2 essentially by throughout changing y" to {p(y)}~1 and the

kernel r~<m"2+a> to the kernel K(r). A new complication in the proof of

Theorem 1 ' is the proof of the following version of Lemma 4 which is needed to

prove the new version of Lemma 3 :
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Lemma 4'.   Let P = (X,y) and let P' and P'eR+yjR7"'1 . Then

—^dXdy = const.K(\P' - P"\),
<7J)  // \P' -P\m-1  ■   \P"-P\

where the constant only depends on m and the number a, a<2, occurring

in (7.1).

Proof of Lemma 4'. See Carleson [4, p. 50] for the case m = 2 and

p(r) = r~". The function p causes technical complications in the estimations

similar to those in the estimations on p. 76 in [10]. For that reason we only

sketch the proof of the lemma.

As p is nonincreasing simple considerations show that we may assume that

one of the points P' and P", for instance P', is situated in the hyperplane

Rm~' and that we then, by introducing P — P' as the new variable of integration,

may reduce the proof of (7.3) to the proof of

(7.4) j pi\ y \)dy j jpj-, "_ p,J-t $ const- *<l P%

where P = iX,y), P'eR+ UÄ""1. (7.4) is proved by dividing the integration

with respect to y into two parts

(a) |y|<2[P'   and

(b) |y|^2|P' .

In the case (a) we make the following division of the integration, P = iX, y),

(al) {P

(a2) {P

(a3) {P

(a4) {P

P|á|P'|/2},

P-P'| = |P'|/2},

P|>|P'|/2, |P-P'|>|P'|/2, |X|<2|P'|},
*| = 2|P'|},

and in the case (b),

(bl)   {P

(b2)    {P

< 2
> 2

(7.4) is now proved by a systematic use of the facts that p is nonincreasing and

satisfies (7.1) with a < 2. This completes our proof of Lemma 4'.

In the proof of Theorem 2' we get

\K'(r)\ <: const
Kir)

r>0, if m = 3,

from the assumption on the derivative p'. This is used in the estimation of the

integral (7.2) for f=u\ with a certain measure p. When m = 2 we use the

relation

K'(r)=-^1.
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We also observe that in the proof of Theorem 2' the analogue of the meas-

ure p„ used in the proof of Theorem 2 is in general not an equilibrium distri-

bution but a so called capacitary distribution of total mass CK(F„) belonging

to F„ and the kernel K. Using known properties (cf. for instance [10, p. 57])

of the X-potential of this capacitary distribution it is easy to complete the proof

of Theorem 2'.
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